
self-gripping stretch film

Faster wrapping 

very little ‘necking down’, means 
fewer wrap cycles per pallet

Incredible self-gripping 
film properties  

apply with minimal effort and 
the film automatically contracts 

40% savings in: 
 Storage space
 Transport costs
 Roll change over
 Downtime

New unique self-gripping 
film formula 

    Less tension required 
simply apply the wrap  
with slight tension

    Does not need to be stretched 
around the pallet
automatically contracts when applied, providing extra stability

    High load retention 
creates a ‘strapping’ effect on the load resulting in a POWERFUL GRIP  
and excellent pallet stabilisation

    Less effort required  
= less operator fatigue & fewer accidents

    Excellent puncture resistance 
 wraps corners with ease

   Unique reinforced edging

    Oscillated wound with a cushion of air  
 will ‘bounce’ if dropped, will not dent or tear  
reducing the number of damaged rolls

   Extra length 480m & 420m rolls

This outstanding value, medium duty film is suited for most commercial pallet 
wrapping applications. Its incredible ‘self-gripping’ formula is achieved with 
specially formulated additives being added during a consistent and unrivalled 
manufacturing process. The non-slip core enables rapid and seamless roll 
change over in the ® dispenser system.

  Available in clear and black

  8 rolls per box

  360 rolls per pallet

This premium quality, heavy duty film is recommended for irregular loads or where 
stacking patterns may be unbalanced and the load size may not match the pallet 
size. Multiple protruding edges and corners are wrapped with ease. Its incredible 
‘self-gripping’ formula is achieved with specially formulated additives being added 
during a consistent and unrivalled manufacturing process. The non-slip core 
enables rapid and seamless roll change over in the ® dispenser system.

  Available in clear

  8 rolls per box

  360 rolls per pallet



Incorporating NEW Twist Lock 
Fast and secure core locking system.

Checkout the  product video

SUPER FAST TWIST-LOCK  
The unique combination of the 
notched film roll and Twist-Lock 
retention mechanism allows  
you to rapidly - remove and  
replace used rolls in seconds.

Super comfortable 
ergonomic grip
Manufactured from soft, 
tactile and grippy synthetic 
material to enhance feel  
and control.

Lightweight
Allows you to wrap those 
awkward loads easily and 
reduces fatigue.

SECURE - NON-SLIP 
CORE RETENTION 
The  robust core 
is designed to interface 
seamlessly with the  

® dispenser.

...AND TO SET THE  
PERFECT TENSION...
Once located ... just twist  
the Twist-Lock knob  -  
it’s that easy...  

SUPER FAST TWIST-LOCK  
RAPID ROLL CHANGE SYSTEM  

Changing rolls has never  
been so easy or so fast.  

® lets you get on  
with the job.

twist to release + remove

locate new roll

simply twist to secure roll

Super tough skid plate
The ® skid-plate lets you 
get low to grab those corners 
and doubles as a handy base 
meaning your ® is always 
ready for action.

Always ready 
We even have a ®hook 
that you can fix to racking 
systems or walls so you 
always know your ®

is ready for action. 


